
Warm Welcome PGP Residents

Have you familiarized yourself with NUS, made new friends and settled into new
routines in PGP Residence?

On 6th Aug, we conducted Emerald Challenge with the aim to provide an engaging
format for residents to learn about PGPR facilities and rules. It was also to
give residents opportunities to interact with other fellow residents. Here are some
photos and feedback from our residents from our Emerald Challenge, the orientation
event on 6 Aug 2022.
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PGP Residence Welcome Event: Emerald Challenge – 6 Aug 2022
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PGPR Programs
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For those who missed the Emerald Challenge, don’t worry as we have a whole suite
of exciting programs lined up in upcoming months that will also help you make new
friends, expand your horizons and build precious memories. Ranging from Night
Cycling, Kayaking, Fencing, Zumba, Yoga to Aromatherapy etc., you are sure to find
something that suits you. Look out for our upcoming programs happening this month
– be sure to look out for them on IG or Telegram Chat and register early via NUSync!

Unity from Diversity

Mid-Autumn Festival is coming up on 10 Sep 
7.30pm and we will be having event highlights 
such as:

 Live Music
 Lucky Draw
 Mooncake
 Pomelo Peeling Game
 Calligraphy Booth
 Prizes
 Lantern
 Candle & Sparkles
 Photobooth

Please come and join us for our very first PGP 
Residence Mid-Autumn celebration!



Dr Lee Chian Chau
Master, PGP Residence
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Also, something delicious coming soon
to PGP Residence: a Halal Indian food
vendor (with vegetarian options) is
expected to start operations in early
October in the air-conditioned canteen.

We hope this will give the multi-cultural
and multi-national student population in
PGP Residence more food options.

Lastly, August saw our country take a giant step in our battle against Covid, with the 
removal of most indoor mask mandate. As NUS align ourselves with national 
guidelines, please do continue to protect yourselves and look out for one another. 

May you continue to enjoy your stay at PGP Residence. We welcome suggestions 
and feedback on how we can make your stay better and programs more tailored for 
you. Do write to us at pgpresidence@nus.edu.sg.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Warmest regards,

New Food Options

Unity from Diversity
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